
DATE CRIME DESCRIPTION

04/01/15 Theft, ID Credit card accounts were opened using victim's identifying 

information.
04/01/15 Hit & Run Victim's car was struck while it was unoccupied in a business 

parking lot.
04/02/15 Harassment A female smacked a male during an argument.

04/02/15 Scam A resident received an IRS scam phone call.

04/03/15 DUI/Drug Law A man was arrested for DUI when he was stopped for a traffic 

violation and the officer smelled marijuana.
04/03/15 Underage 

Drinking/Drug Law

An officer stopped a car for a traffic violation.  He found that three 

of the passengers were underage drinking and a fourth juvenile had 

marijuana in their possession.
04/03/15 Public 

Drunkenness

A man was stumbling along the road intoxicated.

04/03/15 Theft Three unidentified men bought gift cards from a business using 

fraudulent credit cards. 
04/04/15 Scam A  resident received an IRS scam phone call.

04/04/15 DUI A woman was arrested for DUI after being stopped for poor driving.

04/05/15 Wanted Person A man was stopped for a traffic violation and was found to be 

wanted in another jurisdiction.
04/05/15 Fraud A person alleged their online account was accessed by an 

acquaintance.
04/05/15 Assault, Simple A man assaulted a woman during an argument.

04/06/15 Child 

Endangerment

A toddler wandered away from home while the caregiver was 

sleeping.
04/06/15 Loitering & 

Prowling

A resident suspected that someone was attempting to look in their 

windows overnight.
04/06/15 Fraud Victim's information was used to file a fraudulent tax return.

04/06/15 Fraud Victim's information was used to file a fraudulent tax return.

04/06/15 Scam A  resident received an IRS scam phone call.

04/06/15 Scam A resident received a fraudulent email from the "New York State 

Lottery" indicating he won a prize.
04/07/15 Credit Card Unauthorized charges to victim's credit card.

04/08/15 DUI A man was arrested for DUI after being stopped for poor driving.

04/08/15 Theft Theft of cash from residents at an assisted living facility.

04/08/15 Scam A  resident received an IRS scam phone call.

04/09/15 Disorderly Conduct Two male juveniles were involved in a fight.

04/09/15 Theft License plate stolen from a vehicle at a business.
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04/09/15 Credit Card Unauthorized charges to victim's credit card.

04/09/15 Fraud Victim's information was used to file a fraudulent tax return.

04/10/15 Drug Law A person walking their dog found several small bags of drugs in 

shrubby along a parking lot.
04/12/15 Underage 

Drinking/Drug Law

An officer checking on a suspicious car found a male under 21 inside 

with a bottle of alcohol.

04/12/15 Assault, Sexual Unwanted sexual contact between acquaintances.

04/13/15 Weapon Violation A student brought a knife to school.

04/13/15 Assault, Sexual A juvenile student had  inappropriate contact with another student 

on the school bus.
04/13/15 Fraud Victim's information was used to file a fraudulent tax return.

04/14/15 Theft Theft of appliances from a residence by former tenants.

04/16/15 Scam A  resident received an IRS scam phone call.

04/15/15 Scam A  resident received an IRS scam phone call.

04/16/15 Scam A  resident received an IRS scam phone call.

04/16/15 Fraud Victim's information was used to file a fraudulent tax return.

04/16/15 Harassment An adult male made inappropriate comments to a juvenile female.

04/17/15 Criminal Mischief A student kicked holes in the wall of the school.

04/17/15 Theft, from MV Theft of items from a car overnight.

04/17/15 Criminal Mischief A storm door was shattered by an acquaintance of the homeowner.

04/18/15 Wanted Person A man was stopped for a traffic violation and was found to be 

wanted in another jurisdiction.
04/18/15 Theft Bicycle stolen from the foyer of an apartment building. 

04/18/15 Public 

Drunkenness

A man and woman were found walking along the highway 

intoxicated.
04/19/15 Criminal Mischief Mailbox kicked over and broken during the night.

04/20/15 Credit Card Unauthorized charges to victim's credit card.

04/20/15 Credit Card Unauthorized charges to victim's credit card.

04/20/15 Harassment A person received unwanted emails from an acquaintance.

04/21/15 Harassment A student pushed a teacher into a wall.

04/22/15 Disorderly Conduct Two students got into a fight.

04/22/15 Harassment A person received unwanted messages from an acquaintance on 

social media.
04/23/15 Harassment A student pushed school staff members.

04/23/15 Harassment A student punched another student.
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04/23/15 Drug Law A motel guest failed to pay for a room.  Officers arrived and found 

the guest was in possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.

04/24/15 Harassment A person received unwanted contact from acquaintance.

04/26/15 DUI A woman was arrested for DUI after being involved in a parking lot 

accident.
04/27/15 Corruption of 

Minors

Two adults engaged in inappropriate activity in the presence of 

children.
04/27/15 Wanted Person A woman was stopped for a traffic violation and was found to be 

wanted in another jurisdiction.
04/28/15 Drug Law A man was stopped for speeding and found to be in possession of 

marijuana.
04/28/15 Harassment A student pushed a teacher.

04/29/15 Disorderly Conduct Fight between two groups of people at a business.

04/29/15 Theft, from MV Items stolen from her car overnight.

04/30/15 Theft, from MV A man was seen siphoning gas from a van.

04/30/15 Harassment An adult had inappropriate contact with a child.

04/30/15 Assault, 

Aggravated

A female was arrested for failing to leave a residence.  She 

assaulted an officer during the arrest.
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